
KoMoMix+
A revolutionary blender

M A D E  I N  A U S T R I A



Just another 
blender?
No, not really.  
This one is different. 
Totally different. 



Fair and sustainable

Made in 
Austria

Manufactured completely in 
Austria 
We support local companies
Our materials are as 
sustainable as possible, e.g. 
our wood is certified
Fair loans
Short transport ways
We save packaging 
materials wherever we can



A LOOOOT 
of POWER 

30,000 rpm 
1,400 watt motor 
eight-blade cutting assembly 
for the easy and fast making 
of smoothies, ice cream, 
spreads, nut puree, marinade 
and more 
cuts and crushes nearly 
everything and detaches the 
most important parts of the 
ingredients. 



six Awesome colors

Beautiful 
DESIGN
Most of our kitchen helpers are 
really ugly or at least boring. But 
why not make something useful 
AND beautiful? The KoMoMix+ 
comes in 6 awesome colors, and 
in combination with the solid 
beech wood housing it's a 
beautiful machine, isn't it?



Beech wood Housing

Innovative 
MATERIALS
Why always use plastic or metal, 
when there's other great – and 
more sustainable – options, like 
real wood? By the way, the wood 
also keeps the noise down.  
 
The KoMoMix+ is the only 
blender in the world with beech 
wood housing!



Removable cork handle

Innovative 
MATERIALS
Cork is a great material, so we 
thought: Why not use cork 
instead of plastic? And the best 
thing is: You can remove the cork 
handle to put the container into 
your dishwasher. Feels good, 
cleans good.  
 



You don't need more

So easy 
to USE  
& CLEAN

Removable eight-blade 
cutting assembly for easy 
cleaning 
Simple operation by one- 
touch-button with 
integrated pulse function 
1.7 l BPA-free tritan pitcher 
Stirrer also included 



We LOVE perfection

Just the best 
QUALITY
We don't like bad products ourselves, so 
why sell bad products? The KoMoMix+ 
has been totally reinvented from the 
scratch, we put a lot of work and thought 
into it – and only the best quality for 
every single part used. The product is 
assembled completely in Europe. And 
yes, we could produce much cheaper. But 
we want the very best in EVERY aspect.  



A lot of 
POSSIBILITIES



SUM UP
First blender with a solid beech wood 
housing, innovative materials used
Made in Austria, fair and sustainable
Fantastic design, in 6 colors
Best quality, long lifecycle
Awesome craftsmanship 
3 years of development, reinvented from the 
scratch
Removable cork handle
Removable eight-blade cutting assembly
Supereasy to handle and clean, one-touch 
button, integrated pulse function
A lot of power
Fantastic selling price 



KoMo - 
CRAFTING 
since 1985
We don't only produce blenders. We’ve been 
designing and producing grain mills for more 
than 30 years. Our passion and know-how 
drives the development of our mills – and 
there’s one thing we’re certain of: our mills 
deliver. We’re so convinced of the quality of 
our mills, each one comes with a 12 year 
warranty. Discover more on www.komo.bio. 
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Contact us!
We will deliver the KoMoMix+ from April 2018 
worldwide. Don't hesitate to contact us!  
 
Please write to Marcel Koidl: 
marcel@komo.bio 
T: +43 (0)5335 20160, 
F: +43 (0)5335 20164 
www.komo.bio



Social Media
For more information on our products, suppliers and 
recipes visit: www.komo.bio. 
 
All our videos, including instructions on how to use our 
mills and flakers can be found at YouTube komogmbh. 
 
You also find us on Instagram and facebook – search for 
komo.bio.

Thank you!


